ABSTRACT. The creation of anomalous singularities in solutions to nonlinear hyperbolic equations due to crossing or self-spreading in free space is by now rather well understood, In this paper we study how anomalous singularities are produced in mixed problems for semilinear wave equations Du = j(u) on the half-space R~+I , u E HI~c' s> (n + 2)/2, due to crossing and self-spreading at boundary points. Several phenomena appear in the problems considered here which distinguish spreading at the boundary from spreading in free space: (I) Anomalous singularities of strength ~ 2s -nl2 can arise when incoming singularity-bearing rays cross or self-spread at a point on the boundary. A consequence of this, announced in [14) , is that the analogue of Beals's 3s theorem fails for reflection in second-order mixed problems. Although H r regularity for r <~ 3s -n propagates along null bicharacteristics in free space, for r >~ 2s -nl2 it does not in general reflect. (2) For nonlinear wave equations in free space, anomalous singular support is never produced by the interaction of fewer than three bicharacteristics, unless self-spreading occurs. However, anomalous singularities can arise when a pair of rays cross at a boundary point. (3) Suppose Du = u 2 and u E Coo on the boundary. For certain choices of initial data, anomalous singularities of strength ~ 2s -nl2 arise at the boundary from three sources: interactions of incoming rays with incoming rays, incoming rays with reflected rays, and reflected rays with reflected rays. Singularities produced by the incoming-reflected interactions differ in sign from and are strictly weaker than the other two types, so some cancellations occur. As the incoming rays approach being gliding rays, the difference in strength decreases and hence the cancellations become increasingly significant.
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
This paper is a continuation of the study begun in [14] of how singularities spread at the boundary in mixed problems for semilinear strictly hyperbolic equations. Whereas [14] was mainly concerned with propagation of regularity, here our goal is to determine the strength and location of anomalous singularities and to analyze the role of the boundary in their creation. Together, these two papers represent an attempt to determine to what extent results analogous to those on spreading for second-order equations in free space (M. Beals [1, 2] ) can be proved for boundary problems. We refer to the introduction of [14] for a brief survey of recent work on nonlinear propagation theory and for additional references.
We shall focus here on two problems. For n ~ 2 let R: = {(x, y): x > O} , and set O=(-oo,oo)xR:, OT=(-T,T)xR:,and bOT=OTn{x=O}. Problem B (Self-Spreading). Let r ± = {(z(t) , ± ()} be incoming null bicharacteristics such that {z (t)} strikes bOT transversely when t = O. Suppose that WFult<_o = r + 1 / <-0 U r -1 / <-0' Determine the location and strength of the anomalous singularities that may arise.
It is known that certain hypotheses on the nature of the incoming singularities (e.g., co normality with respect to characteristic surfaces) can prevent or greatly inhibit the appearance of anomalous singularities in mixed problems [4, 5, 10] . Papers [7 and 14] provide two constraints that apply regardless of the structure of the incoming singularities. First, anomalous singularities in Problems A and B can have strength at most "-' 2s -nl2 (see Theorem 2.7). Moreover, one can use Theorem 1.7 of [14] to identify regions, depending only on (I and (2' into which singularities cannot spread in Problem A (see Remark 1.10). Our main result, Theorem 1.9, shows that for certain choices of f3(t), f(u), and incoming singularities, the "worst" that could possibly happen, in view of the above constraints, does happen. In Problem A singularities of strength "-' 2s -nl2 appear everywhere on that portion of the forward half light-cone with vertex at ZI(O) = z2(0) which is not ruled out; in Problem B singularities of strength "-' 2s -nl2 appear everywhere on the forward half light-cone with vertex at z(O).
The reader familiar with spreading in free space will notice in the above paragraph two new phenomena due to the presence of the boundary. For secondorder strictly hyperbolic equations in free space, anomalous singular support is never produced by the interaction of fewer than three bicharacteristics, unless self-spreading occurs [1, 2] . Furthermore, anomalous singularities (in such problems) due to either crossing or self-spreading in free space can have strength at most "-' 3s -n [2, 3] . The appearance of singularities of strength "-' 2s -nl2 in Problems A and B implies that the analogue of Beals's 3s theorem does not hold for reflection at the boundary in second-order mixed problems. We proceed to state the main results. Consider the mixed problem on aT ( 1.2)
where p E C: is chosen so that supp p c {It I < J} for J < T, P 2' : 0, and P(O) > O. Wo and WI are taken to be the Cauchy data at t = -T of a function w(t . x • y) E Hl~C(Rn+I), s> (n + 2)/2, defined as follows. Note that Ow = 0 and that WFw in cases a, b, c is respectively equal to (1.5) (a) Ui=1 ,2{(t. -tw i • r. rw i ): t E R, r> O}, Next we define the sets that will be seen to carry anomalous singularities.
First,for WES n -1 let K~ be the rays through ±(l,w) in Rn+I\O ((r.f..I])-space) and set (with notation borrowed from [2] ) (1.6) (a) BW"W2=K~'+K~2 (closure in Rn+I\O),
(c) B W = {tangent plane to char 0 at ± (1, w)}.
Using n to denote the projection (r, c; , '1) -(r , '1) , we set (1.7) (a) C I = nB w , ,W2 n {r2 ~ 1'112} = nB w , ,W2, ' and A lies on the outgoing (i.e., dx/dt> 0) null bicharacteristic that passes over (0, (r, '1)), for o some (r, '1) E C) .
(Let n I be the projection (t, x , Y , r , c; , '1) -(t , x , y). Then in Figure 2 n I Ai is the shaded region in each case.) If we set w o ' W I in (1.2) equal to Wlt=_T ,x~o' Wtlt=-T ,x~o respectively, the existence of a solution u E HS(QT)
follows from a classical iteration argument provided T is small enough, as we shall assume. Theorem 1.9. Fix e> 0 arbitrarily small.
has singularities of strength 2s -n/2 + 2 + e throughout AI; that is, u tI.
H2s-n/2+2+e(A) for all
The statement is the same as in part (a) , except that W as in (1.4)(b) is used, and A2 is substituted for Al (Figure 2b) , (c) (Self-spreading) The statement is the same as in part (a) , except that W as in (1.4)(c) is used, and A3 is substituted for Al (Figure 2c) . Remark 1.10. Note that in parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.9 the singularitybearing characteristics are the same in t < 0, and the regions carrying anomalous singularities are 2-dimensional sheets contained in the forward half lightcone. Theorem 1. 7 of [14] implies that in t > 0, x > 0 u is COO outside those
FIGURE 2. The case n = 2 .
On the sha e portIOns u 'F License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use sheets. In (c) new singularities appear throughout the n-dimensional forward half light-cone. In (b) new singularities are also carried by a pair of forward gliding rays (since sing supp u is closed), while in (c) they appear on all forward gliding rays through the origin.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.9. Here we shall establish some notation, make reductions that will be used throughout the paper, and point out why anomalous singularities of strength ~ 25 -nl2 should be expected in the presence of a boundary.
Following an idea like that used by Beals [1, 2] in free space, we first write 2 (1.11)
where v E Hl~c(n) satisfies (in n) ( 1 .. 12) and R is the forward solution operator such that for any U E L~oc(n) supported in t> -<5, RU satisfies (in n)
(1.13)
Next rewrite u as u = V+RfJv2 +RfJ(u 2 _v 2 ) . The plan is to find singularities of strength 25 -nl2 + 2 + e in RfJv2 on Ai and then show that any singularities of the remainder RfJ(u 2 -v 2 ) must be strictly weaker there, completing the proof.
Singularities of RfJv2
. Notice that v is (mod Coo) simply the restriction to x> 0 of the function in Hl~C(Rn+l), which we will also call v, given by (1.14)
Henceforth we will write v = va -Vb where va and vb' whose singularities lie respectively on incoming and outgoing rays, are defined by (1.14). We begin to see here an interesting feature of spreading at the boundary; namely, singularities of RfJv2 (and hence anomalous singularities of u) can arise from three kinds of interactions-incoming rays with incoming rays, incoming rays with outgoing rays, and outgoing rays with outgoing rays. These interactions make contributions not all with the same sign, so to detect singularities in RfJv2 it must be shown that the cancellations are not complete. To make this precise, we first write
where E is the solution operator such that for U E L~oc (Rn+ I) supported in t> -<5, EU satisfies (in R n + 1 )
and C is such that, for V E HI~c(bQ) supported in t> -(), CV satisfies (in Q)
( 1.17)
For V E HI~c(bQ) known only to satisfy sing supp V c {t > -()}, we shall also denote by C an operator such that (1.17')
The term (Epv 2 )l x >o in (1.15) cannot possibly contribute anomalous singular support to u, simply because 2 7r2 WFv n charD = 7r2 WFv n charD(7r 2 : (t, x, y, r, ¢ ,11) --+ (r, ¢ ,11)) in each of the three cases. For example, suppose w as in (1.4)(a) is used to define va and vb' and write The analysis of Rpv 2 in parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.9 follows the same outline. For example, in part (c) we show first that pV a IV a2 has singularities of strength ~ 2s -n I 2 throughout BW. B W projects onto the whole of (r, 11)-space, but the only singularities (in (EPvalva2)lbo) that C can propagate are those at points (0, (r, 11)) with r2 ~ 11112. This explains why C 3 is chosen as in (1. 7) ( c).
We wish to emphasize something already indicated in the discussion of (1.20). In each of the three cases of Theorem 1.9:
(1.21) The anomalous singularities on a fixed ray in Ai produced by interactions of incoming rays with incoming rays (va' Va) , or by interactions of outgoing rays with outgoing rays (Vb' Vb) , are stronger than those produced by incomingoutgoing interactions (va' Vb) (see Remark 3.26 not cancel the singularities of Rpv 2 can be completed. We remark that in the extension argument, the fact that the incoming singularities lie on rays that meet bQ transversely plays an important role. The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we collect results from [14] (and elsewhere) that are needed in the rest of the paper. In §3 parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.9 are proved, and in §4 we prove part (c). We refer to the introductory paragraph of §4 for some comments on the main technical differences between these two sections. In §5 two open problems are described.
A brief outline of the argument in the case of part (a) of Theorem 1.9 was included in the final section of [14] .
Remark. In mixed problems for more general strictly hyperbolic equations Pu = Pf(u) , anomalous singularities of strength ~ 2s -nl2 should be expected to arise by a process similar to that in the case Du = pu 2 • For example, suppose f(u) = a 2 u 2 + a 3 u 3 + "', ul bnr E Coo, and that the initial data are as in Theorem 1.9(a). Then u can be written Acknowledgment. The influence of the work of Michael Beals on this paper is obvious, even in the title. I wish to thank him especially for conversations in which he suggested that anomalous singularities of strength ~ 2s -nl2 should be expected in second-order mixed problems.
tt' 2. H' ALGEBRA AND PROPAGATION THEOREMS
Here we collect for easy reference some information that will be needed in § §3 and 4.
As before let z = (t ,x ,y) E R n + l , (= (r ,C;, 1]), and n = {(t ,x ,y): x 2:
O}. Sometimes we shall also set z' = 
We proceed now to state the linear and nonlinear propagation theorems that will be used in the analysis of the remainder RP(u 2 -v 2 For a E HuG let us denote by f'( t) the generalized bicharacteristic through
is the gliding ray through a. If a E H, r( t) coincides near a with the continuous curve obtained by taking y _ (a) U {a} U y + (a) and identifying the points over bo.. (A precisely stated, general definition is given in [9] .) The following linear propagation theorem is a special case of Theorem 1.3 of [14] . An iterative argument combining Lemma 2.5 with Theorem 2.6 gives the following nonlinear 2s theorem, a special case of Theorem 1.11 of [14] . In the estimates to follow the next fact is often used (see [12] ). Let P = (TO ,~o ,1Jo) be another symbol for the dual variables.
dP where f, g E L2 and G can be written as a sum of finitely many functions G i with sup, J IGil2 dP < 00 or supp J IG i l 2 d( < 00, then one has IIhl12 < Cllfllzllgl1 2 .
CROSSING AT THE BOUNDARY
Most of this section is devoted to part (a) of Theorem 1.9. At the end we shall explain the changes needed to prove part (b).
We will use the notation and reductions described in the introduction. In a single proof the letter C may denote several different constants, and the same applies to e and M. Note also that in the rest of the paper we will represent 
The singularities of Rpv 2 .

H2s-n/2+2H()..) for all ).. E AI'
The proof consists of several lemmas. As explained in the introduction, we need only consider C((Epv 2 )l bn ). In fact, it will be clear from the following analysis that it is really enough to exhibit singularities as above in 
Since P;;;;;;;; is rapidly decreasing outside B W ) ,W2 (and because of the location Proof. It suffices to show that the conclusion holds for ( E S' = {( r , <!' , 17) :
a union of confocal ellipsoids with foci at (<!" 11), O. Noting that I<!' , 11lw2/V2
(w 2 = (1/V2, -1/V2,0)) lies on the ellipsoid V21<!', 111 = 1I<!',111(1,0)- 
JAnB
Since vol(A n B) ~ C( I~ , 1711/ p)n-I for a C independent of (r ,~ , 17) E Sf , the result follows.
Next we derive a lower bound for Ui;n on a subconic neighborhood of 
Proof. For' E S (as in Lemma 3.5), since H is supported near' we have
We must estimate 
, we obtain that for M large and 11 as in the definition of S"
The next lemma shows that the first term in (3.2) has singularities of the desired strength on Al . 
Proof. 
We must compare
. 11 (~ -~o ,t7 -t70)]2( -~o ,t70) d~o dt70 d~ with (3.12). After the change of variables ( = ~-2~0' Z = -~o' (3.21) becomes .21) ). Note that if the incoming rays are quite close to being gliding rays, the singularities due to incoming-outgoing interactions are nearly as strong as those due to incoming-incoming interactions.
Since C((EPvalva2)lbn) -C((EPva2vbl)lbn) can be analyzed in the same way, Lemma 3.18 implies that v~ -vavb contributes singularities of strength 2s -nl2 + 2 + e to Rpv 2 on AI' Applying the same arguments to v~ -vavb shows that it contributes singularities of the same strength and sign. So this concludes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
The remainder RP(u 2 -v 2 )
• Proposition 3.1 and the following proposition together imply Theorem 1.9(a). The second term can be handled using the results of §2 and the following lemma. Here we let n(l,w l )=tJ-1 and n(l,w 2 )=tJ-2 (n(r,~,YJ)=(r,YJ)). Figure 2a ), but that is not needed here.
We proceed to consider the term RP(vRpu 2 ). In the above proof it was shown that vRpu 2 E jf'1 (a) for t < 2s-nI2+ 4 . It is not hard to improve this to t < 2s -nl2 + 1 by using, for example, the fact that &V;I = ii(r -I~ ,1/l)i l 
To see this, write 
On suppG we have I( -PI 2: ClPI, 1p,012: Clp,I, and Ip, -p,ol 2: Clp,1 so (3.42)
Choosing the map T as in (3.31), we note that detdT > C > 0 since 
37). Since cone supp X(p,)
C {r2 > 1'112} , the first term in the sum can be extended to R n + 1 as a solution simply by letting x take negative values in the integral formula (3.15 
The reader can easily verify that, corresponding to this choice of " 3.7' and 3.8' should be
Note that A is a union of confocal half-hyperboloids with foci at 0, (~ ,1J) .
In the proof of Lemma 3.14' , cone supp h (r , 1J) is concentrated near a point li E C 2' So again cone supp h c {r2 > 11J12} , as required in formula (3.15).
In Remark 3.26' it should be noted that the rayon B W \ ,-W2 and the rayon In the proof of Lemma 3.28' , (3.30') should be
where now X I ,X 2 are supported near (1, WI)' -( 1 , ( 2 ), respectively. Here one changes variables using (T') -I ,where T':
I ;:::: C > 0 on the support of (3.30 ) ,
The arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.36 all go through with the obvious small changes to give Lemma 3.36' . For example, y(ro -I~o' 1Jol) in (3.41) and (3.42) should be replaced by y(ro + I~o' 1Jol) in (3.41' ) and (3.42').
SELF-SPREADING AT THE BOUNDARY
In this section we prove Theorem 1.9(c). Here w as in (1.4)(c) is used to define the Cauchy data in (1.2), so in the notation of the introduction, . 3) ( c) (recall (3.7' ) and (3.8' ) ). In the present case this is slightly more difficult because, for example when n = 2 , each hyperbola in the family has an asymptote that is either parallel or nearly parallel to the axis of the subconic region (see Figure 3a) , and this makes it easier for the hyperbolas to miss the region. But the main new difficulty arises in the analysis of the remainder R {J (u 2 -V 2). Changes of variables such as those used in the two cases of crossing ((3.31) and (3.31')) cannot be used to estimate antipodal products, because I det dT-11 turns out to blow up. This problem is dealt with in the proofs of Lemmas 4.21 and 4.38. Proof. Choose an a < 1 as in (4.2). It suffices to prove the estimate for 
The proof can be completed using (4.7) as follows. First we note that for (~o' Yfo) E B and (~, 11) as above, (~-~o' 11 -110) E Gp(w, 1). To see this, set E = (~ , 11), Eo = (~o ,110) and write 
from which the lemma follows. Proof. For convenience we suppose that C 1 = 1 in (4.6). We shall first consider the case n = 2 and then explain the changes needed when n > 2 . 
y+(O,jl), C((EPvalva2)lbn) tt H2s-n/2+2+e(A).
Next consider C((EPvalvb2)lbn) ' We know that ~ fails to be rapidly decreasing on the wedge determined by (I, 1 ,0) and (-1, 1 ,0), and so in particular on a subconic neighborhood 0 of (0,1,0). Since nO is all of (r , ' 1 )-space, there is a possibility of complete cancellation of singularities in C((Ej3valva2)lbn) -C((Ej3valvb2)lbn) which must be ruled out to prove Proposition 4.1.
Lemma 4.17. Let H(O be the characteristic function of a small conic neigh-
Since PV a2 V h I is rapidly decreasing outside the wedge determined by (I , -I ,0) and (-I , -I ,0) , it is tempting to conclude that v a2 vb I satisfies the above conditions trivially. However, since rapid decrease fails on a subconic neighborhood 0 of (0 , -I ,0) and nO is all of (, , 11 )-space, there is something to prove. 
For any a(t)
The required estimates can be shown to hold for all e < ~ by an argument almost identical to the proof of Lemma 3.28. The only difference is that here one changes variables using the map T-I , where T: To prove the assertion of the lemma for .Ie = (z, () with n( = ° simply replace X(/1) by the characteristic function of a small conic neighborhood of (. val V a2 · With X2 as above but now taking X I to be the characteristic function of a small conic neighborhood of (I, I ,0), we need to consider
The corresponding function G((, P) to which we shall apply (2.8) then has the same appearance as (4.22). It will be convenient to suppose that X 2 has been multiplied by the characteristic function X;(¢o' 110) of a small conic neighborhood of -w. Also 
